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The Crescent

OFFICIAL NEWSLETTER OF THE CRESCENT HEIGHTS COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION

Wishing you a joyful
Holiday Season
and a happy and
prosperous New Year

Wishing you and your family
a joyful holiday season and a safe,
prosperous and happy New Year!

Richard Palibroda
Re/Max Real Estate Central

403-560-0061
palibror@telus.net
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President’s Notebook
by John McDermid

RINK & SNOW
This morning as I write this with the monthly View deadline upon me, I have conveniently excused
myself from the annual gathering of the rink rats, as our dedicated rink crew meets today (November
10) for the first time for the 2012-2013 season. Hats off to Tim Edwards and his gang as they lay
down the first waters of the rinks. Here’s hoping for a great season and snow that shovels itself. We
hope by the time you read this that the rinks will be in place and ready for skaters. Many among us
are aware of the City’s support of the Snow Angels program, in which capable neighbours assist
less capable residents in the clearing snow and ice after snowfalls: the one such resident who
contacted us a year ago has since been triple-teamed by three nearby residents, and it’s almost
a race to see which of the three can get to Mrs. Smith’s walk and driveway first. If you can help a
senior in our community with your snowscoop, please do: what goes around always comes around,
and winter appears here to stay.
SAMIS ROAD
In the last couple of months we have been working toward arranging a meeting with Transportation
Planning in relation to a proposal to close the downhill/westbound lane of Samis Road NE, to
provide better safety conditions for pedestrians and cyclists using the route. In the course of this
planning, I had occasion to go back to David Finch’s e-mail from September 28 several times. David
expressed concern about the logic and continuity of the online survey results from June of this year,
specifically the way in which the results seemed to indicate general support in the community for a
change from the status quo with respect to Samis Road, that change being the proposal to close the
downhill/westbound lane for the benefit and safety of pedestrians and other non-vehicular users.
To echo David’s concerns, there may well be a disconnect between the survey results from question
2a (45% support for a change from the current situation) and question 3, which ought to have been
conditional upon the survey response to Q2a: “If you are interested in changing Samis, which of
the two ... options ...?”
Based on the responses to Q2a, 55% of responders should probably not have been deemed to
have ventured into Q3 at all, being neutral or in varying degrees satisfied with the current traffic
lanes. Yet those responses are carried forward into Q3 results to indicate support. Respondents
venturing into Q3 likely did so interpreting Q3 to mean “If it were to change anyway, despite your
neutrality or satisfaction with the current traffic lanes, which option . . .?” We nevertheless have 185
of 234 respondents apparently supporting option 1, even though only 45% (104 of 234) expressed
any dissatisfaction with the status quo. Hence the survey results may not necessarily support the
rush toward “finalizing” the partial closure, which is evidently the City’s preferred course.
From discussions with Alderman Farrell’s office, we learned that the more compelling driver behind
changes to Samis Road traffic patterns is genuine concern for pedestrian safety, and the safety of
many other non-vehicular users of Samis. We hope that the City will be able to provide traffic counts
in support of the proposed change which, it is suggested, indicate that pedestrian and other users
often outnumber vehicular counts.
$POUJOVFEPOQBHF
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President’s Notebook cont. from page 3
Bridgeland’s
Fashion Boutique
All new fashions - all the time!

403-508-2033

Food Bank

SHOE SALE!

Food Bank donation equals
30% off reg priced shoes, or
10% off ticketed sales shoes!

While we appreciate that vehicular usage of Samis Road is typically very low, there are nevertheless
high sensitivities in respect of any changes to traffic flows in our community. Our Y2K traffic study,
which resulted in many significant traffic calming measures implemented over a number of years,
also had the effect of educating our community as to unintended consequences of changes to
traffic flows. There are genuine concerns about diverting downhill/westbound/outbound traffic from
Samis road and the unavoidable result that this traffic will find alternate means of egress from the
community. These concerns seem to be widely shared among nearby residents and others as far
north as 7th and 8th Avenues NE. This is an issue, no matter how low the traffic counts, that needs
to be addressed. It has also been suggested that the playground zone on 1st Street NE be extended
further south, ideally toward the south end of 1st Street NE at the top of Samis Road. Finally, in
the event that the partial closure goes ahead, we will press for some measure of “finishing” of the
proposed pedestrian/cycling corridor. As difficult as Samis Road is in some weathers, for vehicular
users and pedestrians, the route has a certain historical value (ask Professor Z!) and even a certain
rustic charm about it, right in the heart of the city. If the westbound lane becomes dedicated to
pedestrians and cyclists, we hope that it can be done in such a way as to provide both the separation
required for distinct directional uses, but also not make the separation too unpleasant visually.
Once again we will make every effort to find the right solution to the Samis Road conundrum.

OPEN BOXING DAY

10am to 6pm

36 - 4th Street NE
1½ blocks north of Memorial Drive
on southbound Edmonton Trail.

Mon: Noon-6pm
Tues to Thurs: 11am - 7pm
Fri: 11am-5pm
Sat: 10am-6pm Sun: Noon-4pm

AFFORBALE HOUSING PROJECT
Planning proceeds apace for the proposed Affordable Housing Development on 15th Avenue NE.
The Crescent Heights Traffic and Planning Committee formally reviewed the Development Permit
circulation package in September and commented upon a number of elements of the design. The
project will be presented to Calgary Planning Commission in December. Among the remaining
contentious points is the provision of underground parking for the building. In our earliest discussions
with the City, assertions were made to the effect that Affordable Housing developments typically did
not require the full complement of parking stall as prescribed for multi-unit buildings under the
Land Use By-law. When plans were first unveiled this past spring and summer, we were delighted
to find that the full complement of parking (0.9 stalls per unit plus three visitor stalls) was provided
for. Since then, in response to concerns expressed by nearby residents, inquiries were made as to
the building’s residents’ likely eligibility under our Residential Parking Permit Zone M regulations.
The response, it was expected, would be that residents of the building could apply for one or two
residential permits for one or two vehicles registered to the address, and that a very limited supply
of visitor tags would be available (likely two for the building, for visitors or tradespeople who could
not be accommodated in the existing visitor stalls). Most recently, however, the discussion has
reverted to “We really don’t need all of those parking stalls for this project.” Our CHCA committee
was favourably impressed with revisions to the plans that were presented in early November, but
concluded that we cannot support such a significant relaxation in parking requirements for the
project (from 28 to 20 stalls for a 27 unit building). As the first project of its kind in our segment of
the Via 16 Urban Corridor, and the first project of any significance in the corridor, this building will
set the tone for future development in the area and the entire length of the corridor both east and
west of Centre Street. It is trite and maybe a little sad that parking issues inform and shape and
determine so many aspects of redevelopment in our community, but it is also a harsh reality. Traffic
and overparked streets, if unattended to, can have significant impacts on our quality of life. The
pressures are particularly acute on and adjacent to our major commercial corridors, where new
development and changes of use typically trigger the question over and over: “Is sufficient parking
provided?” Add to this the sharing of scarce parking resources (which a cynic might describe as
an allocation of stalls several times over to different uses and users), and the mischief and misuse
of the Residential Parking Program (RPP) program, and parking concerns remain persistently top
of mind when considering development proposals. At some point the discussion might evolve to a
point where, as a community, we acknowledge, as is advocated by Complete Streets theory, that

FREE On site Parking!
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de WAAL
MUSIC STUDIO
263-3339
Since
1979

Drums • Piano • Bass
Voice • Guitar • Trombone
Saxophone • Clarinet
Trumpet • Flute

Gift Certificates Available!
Lower Level, Rear Entrance
of the de Waal Block

32b 4th Street NE
Bridgeland District
1½ blocks north of Memorial Drive

www.dewaalmusic.com

Need
help?
Check the
Classified Ads
on page 18.
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Tom Pecek and Associates
General Dentistry

Our clinic is recently under new ownership, and Dr. Tom Pecek and
our team look forward to meeting residents of the Crescent Heights/
Bridgeland community! We strive to provide personalized, quality care
to all our clients, and to empower them to make informed decisions
about their oral health.
• Flexible Evening and Weekend Appointments Available
• Direct Billing to your Insurance Company (you pay only the difference)
• New Patients and Emergencies Welcome
• Complimentary Consultations (implants, cosmetics, orthodontics, 2nd opinions)
• Languages Spoken Including English, Cantonese, Mandarin, Vietnamese
• Free Parking

We look forward to meeting you!
Tom Pecek And Associates
#5, 1217 Centre St NW
Tel 403.230.2288 Fax 403.230.8800
Mondays to Fridays 9:00am - 7:00pm
Saturdays 9:00am - 5:00pm Sundays & Holidays - Closed

www.pecekandassociates.com
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President’s Notebook cont. from page 5
surface parking and the over-provision of parking is among the very worst
uses of scarce and pricey inner city land. At this point in our community’s
evolution, however, we’re still confronted with parking mischief and
mayhem, and have to be cautious and extremely wary of exacerbating
the situation.
NEWSLETTER DISTRIBUTION ECSTASY
Since the well-deserved retirement of our east and west side Crescent
View Distribution Managers, Penny Smith and Sharon Anderson-Marr,
my colleague Daniel Dang and I sent ourselves to distribution boot
camp. For the October issue, Daniel single-handedly broke down our
ten cartons of newsletters into numbered bundles of various quantities
and distributed them to our volunteer carriers. For the November issue
I did the bundling and distributed them to our east side carriers, Daniel
covering the west side. This is a delightful task. I cannot fathom how any
of our past distribution managers could ever have relinquished the role.
The bundling takes about an hour, the east and west side drops perhaps
another hour each, but the exhilaration and sheer rapturous joy that it
brings is unutterable. It is as if the distribution person is bathed in a pure
blue light; a faint chamber orchestra of zithers is plinkingly audible. On the
nose are subtle peat, cedar and cigar-box aromas. Out delivering to the
carriers, one’s vehicle floats slightly above the roadway on a cushion of
air, and the bundles land softly and sweetly on carriers porches and front
steps. It is a good thing that no-one has stepped forward to try to prise
these distribution roles from Daniel and I, as they would surely have a
fight on their hands.
North Central LRT
As the West Leg of Calgary Transit’s LRT line is poised to open for service
soon, discussions resume on the alignment of the North Central LRT line.
Originally planned for the right-of-way along an existing rail line in the
Nose Creek Valley adjacent to Deerfoot Trail, discussions over the last
eighteen months or so have steered the alignment onto the Edmonton
Trail or Centre Street North corridors. Crescent Heights has been and
will continue to be at the table and we will continue to report back to the
community as discussions proceed. Although still thought to be a project
on a twenty-year horizon, things have a way of changing, don’t they? The
Southeast LRT is thought to be next in line for construction, but the North
Central line is currently touted as all things to all people: a commuter line
for the growing communities north of Beddington Trail (maybe Airdrie one
day?) as well as a local, low-floor, pedestrian-friendly, non-communitydestroying option that whispers its way through established communities.
We hope we can help get the North Central Line right by being at the table
in the early planning stages and into the future. It is ironic, though, that
as one of three Building Safe Communities communities to participate
in the FCC’s pilot program, Crescent Heights was the only one of the
three (Southwood and Rosscarrock being the others) without an LRT
line traversing it. Southwood has two LRT stations, Rosscarrock is about
to have its first, and both communities’ focus under the Building Safe
Communities program was on mitigating the troubles associated with CTrain stations. Watch this space for updates as they occur.
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CASINO RAPTURE
As this is our combined December-January issue, it is the perfect time to
again mention our upcoming fundraising Casino on March 20 and 21 next
year. Some considerable lead time is always required to make our formal
application and secure our sufficient crew of about 40 volunteers over the
two day event. If next year follows the pattern of past events, the majority
of our casino crew will be seasoned returning volunteers, filling positions
such as cashier, general manger, banker, chip runners, dancers, swordswallowers and numerous positions late each day in the count room. If
you can spare a shift for us next March, daytime or evening, please get
in touch with me at 403.276.5345. In order to keep my skills sharp and
enjoy a free lunch, I recently worked a shift at the Federation of Calgary
Communities’ casino on October 28; it was yet another rapture, and the
french fries were darned tasty. Proceeds from these fundraising casinos,
in which not-for-profit groups are able to share in gaming revenues, have
in recent quarters been consistently north of $60K, though not what
they were at their zenith a few years ago. Crescent Heights’ ongoing
participation in casino events allows us to maintain and upgrade our hall,
and we are turning our minds to making a Use of Proceeds application
for the upcoming event that may well include the provision of programs
and services here in the community. Watch this space and please check
your calendars to see if you might have some time free on the 20 and 21
of March next year. It is believed that most people volunteer for casinos
because they do not have deep fryers at home.
THE NEW YEAR IN THE OLD YEAR OUT
This issue of the View will straddle the years 2012 and 2013. The year past
was marked by unpredictably rancourous and enervating disagreements
on a few matters that many in our community viewed as curiously and
utterly trivial. Others came to these questions full of passionate intensity,
while yet others urged us to get on with things and close off on these
troublesome debates. Never in more than ten years of involvement with
our community association have I experienced such sustained negative
energy as in 2012, so we will hope that the New Year brings us all a
fresh start and a more positive tone. On behalf of the Crescent Heights
Community Association and my colleagues on our board of directors,
we wish everyone in our community a very happy and prosperous and
peaceful New Year.

Newsletter Editorial Deadlines
The Crescent View is published ten times per year.
Deadline: The 10th of each month for the following month. For example:
To be published in the June issue, the deadline is May 10. Special
September issue deadline: August 5 (to accommodate all the ‘back-toschool’ material).
The July/August issue is combined into one publication and so is the
December/January issue. The deadlines for these two issues are June
10 and November 10 respectively.
Please email your articles or event listings, as an attachment in MS Word
form, to Elizabeth Stady at chcaview@gmail.com.
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MUSIC LESSONS

Don’t get left
out in the COLD
this WINTER!

Piano • Guitar • Voice • Drums
Bass • Banjo • Mandolin
Semester Rates
$20 - $25 / 30 min. Lesson
$35 - $45 / 60 min. Lesson

FREE

LESSON
WITH THIS AD!

403-284-3206 www.lerouxmusic.com
Instruments • Repairs • Trades • Vintage Guitars
Banjos • Ukuleles • Lap Steels
Amps • Mandolins

Call now to book your FREE estimate

403-457-1188

Fully insured, licensed and bonded.

www.HIGHTEMP.ca
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Gibson • Fender • Mesa/Boogie • Marshall
Ibonez • Ovation • Godin • BOSS • SUNN O)))

403-338-2088 • 2114a - 14th Street NW

RENFREW
AUTO SERVICE
1212 Edmonton Trail NE

We specializing in
preventative maintenance!
The Renfrew Auto Service team would thank you all
for your continued support during this past year.
Merry Christmas to you and
your loved ones
- may 2013 shine for you all!
Please drop in for your FREE
2013 calendar while they last!

403-277-8621

Convenient

Owner/Operator: Earl Reimer

• Superb
Shirt Service

Serving Renfrew and area for over 18 years!

• Hand Finishing
• Odourless
Cleaning

230-0233
1217 Centre St. North


$5
OFF
Your next order.
Minimum order of $25.
With this coupon.

Expires Jan 31, 2013

Open 6am to 7pm Monday to Friday,
8am to 7pm on weekends.
Introducing freshly made breakfast sandwich
served with fruit.
Hand scooped hard ice cream open all year long!

Take out on all orders available!
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Rotary Park Planning
Committee Update

The results of that round of consultation were that 60% of respondents
were in favour of the new design, 30% were opposed, and 10% did not
make their opinion clear.

Provided by Dan Evans, Co-Chair
There has been a great deal said about the evolving Rotary Park Plan in
the last few issues of the View, and the Rotary Park Planning Committee
(RPPC) has been fielding a lot of questions, so we thought it would be
worthwhile to submit an update.
The RPPC was formed by a group of concerned community members
about a year ago in response to a number of changes that had happened
to the park in the absence of any consultation with the community. Those
changes included removal of the path down to Centre Street, paving of
most of the pathways, the addition of a splash park, and then later the
addition of fencing around the splash park.
The RPPC’s goal from the beginning was clear: have the City of Calgary
conduct a formal community consultation process to evaluate the changes
that had been made to the Park, and address the many issues that the
changes had created.
The City of Calgary agreed, and the community engagement process
began in December of 2011 with an open house at the Community Centre.
The outcome of that meeting was the identification of four key areas that
the community wanted addressed: recovery of the pathway down to
Centre Street, removal of the new asphalt pathways that cut across the
park, inclusion of the EOC landscaping plan into a unified landscaping
plan for the park, and a more integrated approach to the family areas that
had been separated by the splash park fence.
At a second open house In April 2012 the City of Calgary presented a new
plan for Rotary Park that addressed the four issues above. Although the
pathways and landscaping issues were solved by the new plan, it became
clear that more work needed to be done to engage the community on the
issue of the splash park fence. The only clear consensus was that the
initial design solution presented by the City wasn’t the preferred solution
for anyone. But something positive did start to take shape out of that
meeting, and that was a consensus around a set of design requirements
that included integrating the family area (playground and splash park),
allowing broader access to the washrooms, providing separation of the
playground from the off-leash area, and ensuring the fence is aesthetically
pleasing. The community had clearly told us that the existing fence did
not meet these requirements and that we were looking for a new fencing
solution.
In July, the City came back with a new, dynamic fence design. The Rotary
Park Planning Committee believed the solution presented by the City’s
landscape architect represented a very common sense, flexible design
that delivered on all of the key requirements identified in the consultation
process, while fitting perfectly into the park environment. That design
solution was then shared with the community through a newsletter and a
public meeting coinciding with the community’s Stampede Breakfast.
$ECEMBER   *ANUARY 

In the opinion of the RPPC, the community had made it clear that they
were looking for a new fence solution, and we felt we had enough valid
community feedback from December, April and July to conclude that the
community was aligned on the new fence design being proposed by the
City.
But this is where the RPPC and the CHCA Board began to differ in opinion.
The Board started to question whether the fence should be changed at
all. Even though the community engagement process up to this point had
clearly indicated that the current fence was not meeting the needs of the
broader community, we were somehow back to talking about keeping the
existing fence as an option.
The CHCA Board began to argue that the fence shouldn’t be changed
at all, citing a number of arguments that ranged from safety and security
issues to improper use of tax dollars.
As the primary liaison for the RPPC I’ve had several conversations with
City representatives, and they’ve shared with me that they’ve learned a lot
by working on this project - not the least of which is that if they’re going to
go through the time and expense of engaging the community, then those
involved in representing the community (in our case the RPPC and the
Board) will, in the future, be asked to agree in advance to abide by the
results.
In our case, this didn’t happened. The RPPC is certainly happy to have
the City make an informed planning decision based on the results of the
community engagement process. But the CHCA Board has chosen to
ignore the extensive community input - and the resulting solution prepared
by the City – and make a unilateral decision to support keeping the fence
as is.
Unfortunately the position that the Board has taken essentially amounts to
a veto of the new fence design, since the City has decided not to proceed
with any changes to the fence without support from the CHCA Board.
This was communicated to the RPPC on November 12 when the City
confirmed that they would not be going ahead with the fence project at
this time
Back on the positive side, construction has begun on restoring the pathway
to Centre Street, removing the overbuilt asphalt pathways, and building
new gravel pathways. By any measure, it will be a huge improvement
compared to where Rotary Park was at a year ago.
This was a huge undertaking, and I want to thank the many community
members who contributed their time and energy to the process, and also
thank the City Parks Department for their significant effort and persistence
in helping us address the many challenges of Rotary Park. We look forward
to the changes in the park, and certainly welcome any additional feedback
you may have. You can reach the RPPC via evans.dan@me.com.
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The Spanish School of Calgary
Bienvenido!

Welcome!
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Children’s fees
are eligible for the
Child Arts Tax Credit
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WINTER CLASSES: Jan 12 to Mar 30, 2013
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Spanish is the second most used language in international communication!
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Meredith Road History-Part Two
By Professor Z

both named Dickson, who had offices in the Armour Building; one was
known for having a “peg leg”. According to her, the oldest grocery store in
the neighborhood was the Roma Grocery, on the site where Alberta Brake
and Clutch later operated for many years.

We continue today where we left off last month.
In 1984, a number of former and present-day residents of Bridgeland/
Riverside were interviewed as part of a project funded by way of a Canada
Works grant in conjunction with the Bridgeland Riverside Community
Association and the Langevin Community School. Some participants had
resided in the area since the first decade of the 1900’s. Here are some of
their recollections of their time in the ‘hood, with special attention given to
any mention they made of the Meredith Road environs:
Some remember the Gypsies who would camp on the flats below the
General Hospital. Gypsy caravans were present in the area up until the
late 1920’s.

Participant #4 (G.F.) had lived in the vicinity since 1901. He too remembers
the Gypsy encampments, as well as the natives camped south of the
General Hospital at Stampede time. At 6th Street and Marsh Road NE,
revivals were held in a big tent and “black” people attended. (Ed. noteperhaps some attendees were compelled by their spouses to come the
morning after a riotous evening at the Wiggins Dance Hall!) This participant
also recalls Dr. Eastman in the Armour Block who was known for owning
a touring car that had to be reversed in order to make the ascent up the
4th Street Hill. G.F. also remembers spending time as a boy shooting crap
outside the Beehive Confectionary, which was located in the Morasch
Block at 644 1st Ave NE.

Meredith Road
- Glenbow Archives ref. NA-2524-1

Participant #1 (L.A.), a former resident of Marsh Road, remembers the
Bishop Pinkham residence on Meredith Road (referred to earlier) for
its later reputation as a destination for gamblers from across the river,
and also for the fact that it was said to be haunted. The adjacent barn
burned down (date unknown) and not long after, the house itself was torn
down. The Bishop Pinkham home appears at the centre of the picture
accompanying this article. L.A also remembers the houses below the hill
east of the Centre Street Bridge which were demolished when the hill
“caved in” in the spring.
Participant #2 (A.A.) remembers sledding on “Samis Hill” (which would
have been where Holly Park stands today; the sled route would probably
have tracked the upper reaches of Meredith Road). He also remembers
Wiggins’ Hall in the basement of the Armour Block on 4th Street, where
“coloured” people danced to music played on a Victrola, as well as a
gambling spot at Marsh Road and 6th St NE that was raided by the police
on more than one occasion.
Participant #3 (D.B.) remembers the imitation Kaiser burning on Tom
Campbell Hill at the conclusion of WW 1. She also describes the
approximate location of “Little Italy” as 2nd, 3rd and 4th Avenues NE,
between Edmonton Trail and 6th Street. D.B recalls a dentist and doctor,
$ECEMBER   *ANUARY 

Participant #5 (H.G.) recalls the Beehive as
well, and that it was located right next door to
the Lagorra Cigar Factory, another tenant in
the Morasch Block. He also remembers that
the site of the “Bridgeland High Rise” was
once the site of High Wo’s market garden
(Ed. note- he probably means Bridgeland
Place in the Riverside area).

Participant #6 (O.H.) remembers the two
boarding houses standing at the top of the hill
above Meredith Road, both of which were big
houses overlooking the city, later torn down
for apartment construction. The residents
would teach new arrivals English as well as
other skills to assist them in transitioning to
life in Canada. More formal teaching of the residents was undertaken
by a representative from the Danish Lutheran church. (Ed. note- the two
houses were most likely 304 and 322 on 1st Avenue NE, just north of the
site now occupied by Holly Park; 304 was the Beveridge home mentioned
previously.)
Participant #7 (M.K.) describes the Bridgeland of the 1940’s and 50’s as
a rough area, due mainly to the presence of numerous gangs of boys.
He recalls that the Isle of Capri was one of the “main spots” in town and
featured dining and dancing in the basement. Liquor was supplied by local
bootleggers since dining lounges weren’t licensed until laws changed in
1958. (Ed. Note- The IOC was located where the Edmonton Trail Carwash
is today.)
Participant #8 (K.L.) remembers the former home of mayor (and earlier,
NWMP corporal) George Clift King, located at Meredith Road and 6th St.
NE. The Riverside Hotel had a beer parlour and her dad would often stop
there after work. She also recalls how many local Germans felt threatened
when the riot at the Riverside Hotel took place in 1916 as they assumed
the soldiers would come after them next. Another memory is of ethnic
Chinese market gardeners with large holdings in the Riverside flats below
$POUJOVFEPOQBHF
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Meredith Road cont. from page 11

YOGA CLASS

#FHJOOFS*OUFSNFEJBUF

the hospital. These merchants sold their produce door to door and at the
Calgary Public Market near City Hall; some were so successful that by
1926 they could afford to build greenhouses on their land.

$MBTTFTGPS *ODMVEFT(45

Participant #9 (C.L.) arrived in the area in 1912 and remembers that many
local residents kept livestock - mostly cows, horses and chickens- until a
bylaw was passed in 1939 banning such activities. In the 1920’s and 30’s
apparently, a local cowherd would collect residents’ cows and take them
over to Nose Creek to graze. On their homeward journey, each cow was
reportably able to find its own way home.
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We welcome Social Services patients!

ABOUT U DENTAL
We treat you as family!

DR. DAVID DYRHOLM, DDS

DR. ALENA SMADYCH, DDS

New patients always welcome
After hours emergencies accepted
Open 6 days/week - including evenings
Direct-billing to your insurance available

*FREE WHITENING*
With a New Patient Exam

CALL US AT 403-288-4444
#102-16 AVENUE NE
WEBSITE: WWW. ABOUTUDENTAL.COM
EMAIL: ABOUTUDENTAL@YAHOO.COM

FREE PA R K I N G!


Participant #10 (B.P.) stated that for the most part Bridgeland smelt clean
except when the wind blew from the east and one could smell the city
dump, once situated just east of Tom Campbell Hill (Ed. note- the city
dump’s former location, where Memorial Drive now crosses over Deerfoot
Trail, is where the Nose Creek bordellos once stood.) B.P. also remembers
the large “Tom Campbell Hats” sign on the west slope of Tom Campbell
Hill and that many locals would ride their motorcycles straight up to the
top of the hill. According to B.P., the Beehive Confectionary served “the
best” hamburgers and shakes, while a slightly older teenaged crowd
favoured a neighboring establishment, the Cozy Lunch. B.P. recalled the
drinking and gambling along the 4th Street/Edmonton Trail corridor in the
1930’s and 40’s, and that the biggest bootlegger in the area then was
“Shoey” Shoemaker, a character well-known to city police, but one who
was nevertheless reputed to run a “clean” operation.
In her 2006 book “Spaghetti Western”, Maria Cioni describes her father’s
arrival in Calgary from Naples in 1923 and the development of his
traditional culinary skills such that by 1949 he was able to open Calgary’s
first Italian restaurant, Gene’s Spaghetti Parlour, located at 111 4th St.
NE. The restaurant proved so successful that it morphed into Gene’s Dine
and Dance, attracting curious Calgarians from all walks of life, including
many from the Stampeders football team. Maria recalls that in order to
evade Alberta liquor laws, many patrons bought their own “brown bags”,
which were then stowed by them on a special ledge custom-built for that
purpose beneath each dining table. When the city police occasionally
paid a visit, the bottles were whisked off the tables back to the ledges.
Gene Cioni later ran a successful restaurant known as La Villa near the
Shaganappi Golf Course while his former landlord in Riverside (Luca
Carloni) operated a supper club called The Isle of Capri from Gene’s
former premises; it was destroyed by fire in the 1960’s under suspicious
circumstances.
Crescent Heights’ resident B. E. S. recalls that in his youth he assisted
a friend in the Riverside area with a paper route from time to time. He
notes that unlike his own regular route in Crescent Heights, the number
of newspapers sold down the hill in Riverside bore a direct relation as to
whether the “Ladies” in the district had been rounded up by police the
night before and taken downtown; when the officers had been especially
thorough, newspaper circulation could decline from 150 to 50! Fortunately
the Calgary Herald would only charge him for the papers actually sold
when this occurred. On a much less steamy note, he also remembers the
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Alberta Ice warehouse east of the Riverside Hotel which retailed ice for
householders’ iceboxes before fridges became widespread; when he was
a lad in the 1930’s, the iceman in his horse-drawn wagon would give him
shards of ice to cool down on hot days.
Former area resident B.B. remembers that a popular meeting spot for
locals was Kwongs’ Grocery on 4th Street NE; the proprietor Charlie
Kwong’s son was a gifted athlete by the name of Normie Kwong who after
having achieved legendary status as a CFL player- known as the “China
Clipper”- in the 1950’s went on to a successful business career and later
earned a further accolade with his appointment as Alberta’s Lieutenant
Governor. Sweeney Shriner was another local resident who had earlierin the 1930’s and 40’s- become a household name as an NHL player.
B.B. remembers working in the Riverside Chinese market gardens where,
as a boy, he earned the princely sum of ten cents for each large sack
of carrot tops he was able to fill. With respect to the local “boy gangs”
previously mentioned, B.B. recalls that any suitor from south Calgary with
thoughts of courting a local girl would be forthwith sent packing by such
lads back over the Langevin Bridge. One of the more amusing stories B.B.
relates pertains to the old sandstone Riverside School. During a cold snap
in the 1930’s, one young attendee came up with the idea of interfering
with the school’s door locks to such an extent that it would be necessary
to cancel school until the locks could be repaired. His method was to
introduce certain bodily fluids into the doors’ locking mechanisms (use
your imagination here!); it was so cold then that his dream was fulfilled
and school cancelled for the day. We are reminded by this cautionary tale
that our moms always warned us not to lick doorknobs, and can only hope
that the youthful offender didn’t sacrifice any skin elsewhere on his person
as a consequence of his dastardly deed.
References: Historic Walks of Calgary- Harry Sanders (2005); CowtownTom Ward (1975); With Heart And Soul: Calgary’s Italian CommunityAntonella Fanella (1999); Spaghetti Western- How My Father Bought
Italian Food To The West- Maria Cioni (2006); Interviews with Bridgeland/
Riverside Residents- Devon Blean (1984); What’s in a Name- Donna Mae
Humber (vol. 2- 1997); Calgary Bridgeland-Riverside History- Douglas
Stinson (online resource); Settlement History of “the Germans” in Calgary
between ca.1900 and 1914- U of A (online resource); Henderson’s
Directories for Calgary, 1910-1952; U of C airphoto collection: 1924 and
1958; 1911 Fire Insurance Maps: U of C MADGIC collection online

Crescent Heights Affordable
Housing Development
The City of Calgary is considering construction of a multi-residential
development on two vacant parcels of City-owned land at 210 and 212
– 15th Ave. N.E. For more information on the project, latest news and
project updates, please visit calgary.ca/affordablehousingdevelopments.
Lee Prevost
Project Manager, The City of Calgary
403.268.8732
lee.prevost@calgary.ca
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Playgroup in need
The Crescent Heights playgroup has been around for decades and I
have been opening the doors for about four years. We see our numbers
ebb and flow with maternity leaves, nannies new to the area looking for
friends, and moms with children transitioning to school. Right now we are
ebbing and need new members.
Also, I have a conflict coming up in the later half of November which will
no longer allow me to run Playgroup as normal – Wednesday 10:00 am
to 11:30 am. I am willing to change the day OR hand over the keys to
another group of moms looking for a large warm space to let their kids run
around during the winter months.
Let me know if you would like to take over as the new playgroup keyholder
and leader OR if Monday or Tuesday mornings would work for you. You
can reach me at:
• home – 403-670-6872 (though my one year old can sometimes erase
messages – my apologies to anyone I have not gotten back to, try again
please)
• e-mail – Stacie.l.banks@gmail.com
• Facebook - www.facebook.com/CrescentHeightsPlaygroup
Stacie Banks (Possibly outgoing playgroup keyholder)

What’s happening at Wild
Rose Church in December
www.wildroseunited.ca 403-630-5944
We have a busy month planned starting with an Old Fashion Christmas
Carol Sing-a-Long on December 1st at 7:00pm, join the Wild Rose Choir
to sing your favorite Christmas Carols.
On December 2nd at 11:30am Wild Rose is proud to sponsor The Calgary
Drop In Centre Artworks Show and Sale. Please drop by to view this
vibrant artwork all painted by the clients at the Calgary Drop In Centre, all
money goes directly back to the artist.
Need a break from the kids for a few hours? Wild Rose would like to
treat you to a day of Christmas Shopping without the kids. Our youth and
trained staff would be happy to entertain your children on December 8th
from 10:00am - 4:00pm. To sign up please call Betsy at 403-277-5576.
Please pack a lunch for your child!
Please join us on December 24th for our Candlelight Christmas Eve
Services at either 7:00pm or 11:00pm.
Last but not least join us for a Family Games Night/ Potluck on December
31st at 4:30 - 7:30pm, ring in the New Year early!
$POUJOVFEPOQBHF
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UIF4VNNJU1VCJO%FDFNCFS
/&85&9"4)0-%&.0/4BUVSEBZOJHIUTBUQN
/0$"4)*/70-7&%y1PJOUT#BTFE4ZTUFN
$SJC/JHIUBUUIF3VOEMF4VNNJU1VC5VFTEBZTUPQN
)BWFEJOOFS QMBZDBSETBOEIBWFGVO GVO GVO"MMXFMDPNF

A little bit of help from you
can make a BIG difference!
.06/51-&"4"/5
.PVOU1MFBTBOU$PNNVOJUZ"TTPDJBUJPO
)BMMOE"WFOVF/8
)BMM3FOUBMT$BMMPSFNBJM
IBMMSFOUBMT!NQDBDB
/FXTMFUUFSFNBJMQVCMJDJUZ!NQDBDB
1MFBTBOU5JNFTo6QQFS)BMM "WF/8
1MFBTBOU5JNFTJTBOBEVMUTPOMZHSPVQUIBUNFFUTGSPNUPQNVTV
BMMZPOUIFOE8FEOFTEBZPGFBDINPOUIJOUIF6QQFS)BMM 
"WF/88FSFOPUIBWJOHBNFFUJOHPO%FDFNCFSUIKPJO
VTPO+BOVBSZUIBOE'FCSVBSZUIGPSHPPEDPOWFSTBUJPO HBNFT 
SFGSFTINFOUT BOEUIFPQQPSUVOJUZUPBEEZPVSJEFBTGPSPVUJOHTBOE
PUIFS BDUJWJUJFT+PJO VT GPS HPPE DPOWFSTBUJPO  HBNFT  SFGSFTINFOUT 
BOEUIFPQQPSUVOJUZUPBEEZPVSJEFBTGPSPVUJOHTBOEPUIFSBDUJWJUJFT
*GZPVEMJLFUPCFJOGPSNFEPGPVSQMBOOFEBDUJWJUJFTBOEUSJQTJOBE
WBODF QMFBTFDPOUBDU-JOEBBU  PSMPIBOMPO!UFMVTOFU
:PVBMTPDBODIFDLNQDBDBGPSJOGPSNBUJPO
$ISJTUNBT -JHIUT5PVS  .POEBZ  %FDFNCFS      &OKPZ B
TUSFTTGSFFUPVSPGUIF"JSESJFi'FTUJWBMPG-JHIUTw$ISJTUNBTMJHIUEJTQMBZ
BOETPNFPGUIFCFTUEFDPSBUFEIPNFTJO$BMHBSZ+PJOVTGPSUIFCVT
SJEFUP"JSESJF TQFOEUPNJOVUFTXBMLJOHUISPVHIUIFEJTQMBZ
UIFSF UIFOSFUVSOUP$BMHBSZGPSBCVTUPVSPGTFMFDUFEIPNFEJTQMBZT
JOUIFTPVUI$BMHBSZ
"MMUIJTGPSKVTUQFSQFSTPO JODMVEJOHNPUPSDPBDIUSBOTQPSUBUJPO 
DPPLJFTBOEIPUDIPDPMBUFPOUIFCVT BOE(45/PUJODMVEFEBSFEJOOFS 
PQUJPOBMEPOBUJPOBUUIF"JSESJFMJHIUT TVHHFTUFE BOEPQUJPOBM
UJQGPSUIFESJWFS8FMMMFBWFBUQNGSPNUIF.1$"IBMM "WF
/8BOEQMBOUPCFCBDLCZBQQSPYJNBUFMZQN
'PSNPSFJOGPSNBUJPOPSUPCPPLZPVSTFBU DBMM  PSFNBJM
MPIBOMPO!UFMVTOFU
#PPL$MVCUI5VFTEBZ VTVBMMZ PGUIFNPOUIGSPNUPQNJO
UIF -PXFS )BMM8F XPOU CF NFFUJOH JO %FDFNCFS 0VS +BO OE
CPPLXJMMCF"IBCT8JGFCZ4FOB+FUFS/BTMVOE'PSNPSFJOGPFNBJM
MPIBOMPO!UFMVTOFUPSDBMM-JOEBBU  
.PVOU1MFBTBOU1MBZHSPVQ
4QPUTBSFTUJMMBWBJMBCMFGPSSFHJTUSBUJPOPO.POEBZ 5VFTEBZBOE5IVST
EBZNPSOJOHTBTXFMMBT'SJEBZBGUFSOPPOT'PSNPSFJOGPSNBUJPOZPV
DBOFNBJMNQQDIBJS!HNBJMDPN
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$SPTTSPBET $PNNVOJUZ 1SFTDIPPM "DDFQUJOH SFHJTUSBUJPOT GPS UIF
TDIPPMZFBS1MFBTFDBMMPSGPS
NPSFEFUBJMT
$SPTTSPBET $MVC.FFUFWFSZ.POEBZBUQNBUUIF$SPTTSPBET
$PNNVOJUZ $FOUSF +PJO VT GPS GVO UJNFT BOE NFFU ZPVS OFJHICPVST
'PS JOGPSNBUJPO DBMM  PS WJTJU PVS XFCTJUF BU XXX
DSPTTSPBETQMVTDMVCDPN
'SFF'BNJMZ.PWJF/JHIUTBSF#BDL'SJEBZ %FD%PPSTPQFOBU
QN NPWJFTUBSUTBUQN1JDLVQZPVS1FSLPVS$$".FNCFSTIJQ
HFUTZPVBDPVQPOGPSB'3&&DPODFTTJPOJUFN
61$0.*/(&7&/54
8JOUFS'FTUJWBMQNo%FD
$PNNVOJUZ$PMMBCPSBUJWF$ISJTUNBT'FTUJWBM 

$$"#PBSE.FFUJOHQNo%FD
 $MVC$ISJTUNBT1BSUZo%FD
4DSBQCPPLJOH$SBGU%BZ%FD BNQN
GPSNFNCFSTGPSOPONFNCFST
'BNJMZ.PWJF/JHIUQNo%FD
$SBGU4BMFBNQNo%FD
1VC/JHIUQNo%FD
$$"#PBSE.FFUJOHQNo+BO
'BNJMZ.PWJF/JHIUQNo+BO
1VC/JHIUQNo+BO
$$"#PBSE.FFUJOHXJUIHVFTUTGSPNUIF"JSQPSU"VUIPSJUZo'FC
'BNJMZ.PWJF/JHIUQNo'FC
1VC/JHIUQNo'FC
UI"OOVBM$SPTTSPBET.VMUJDVMUVSBM'FTUJWBM.BZ 
5IF'FTUJWBM$PNNJUUFFJTMPPLJOHGPSQFPQMFXIPXPVMEMJLFUPCFQBSU
PGUIJTTVDDFTTGVMFWFOU8FBSFBMTPMPPLJOHGPSDVMUVSBMQFSGPSNBODFT 
DVMUVSBM HSPVQT UP IPTU JOGPSNBUJPO UBCMFT BOE EPOBUJPOT PG GPPET
$PNFPVUBOETIBSFZPVSDVMUVSFXJUIPVS$PNNVOJUZ*GZPVXPVME
CF JOUFSFTUFE JO QBSUJDJQBUJOH BOEPS WPMVOUFFSJOH QMFBTF DPOUBDU
DDBNVMUJDVMUVSF!HNBJMDPNPS4IBOOPOBU

#3*%(&-"/%ʰ3*7&34*%&
#SJEHFMBOE3JWFSTJEF$PNNVOJUZ"TTPDJBUJPO
)BMM$FOUSF"WFOVF/&
1I )BMMFNBJMIBMM!CSDBDBMHBSZPSH
/FXTMFUUFSFNBJMOFXTMFUUFS!CSDBDBMHBSZPSH
7JTJUPVSXFCTJUFBUXXXCSDBDBMHBSZPSHGPSBDPNQMFUF
MJTUJOHPGQSPHSBNTBOEDMBTTFT
)BMMQSPHSBNTBOE&WFOUT
0OHPJOH
:PHBXJUI+BOJ5VFToKBOJLSVMD!HNBJMDPN
;VNCB5IVSTEBZXXXGBJSCVSOmUOFTTDPN
,JUUZ3BZNPOE1BSFOUJOHDPVSTFTXXXSBZNPOEQBSFOUJOHDPN
'PUPTDPPM1IPUPHSBQIZXXXGPUPTDPPMDB
6QDPNJOH
%FDFNCFS8IBUUIF$SBGU $ISJTUNBT4IPX
'SFF$ISJTUNBT$PODFSU/FX8FTU4ZNQIPOZBOE$IPSVT
%FD QN!#SJEHFMBOE$BNQVTPG$FOUSF4USFFU$IVSDI"
4U/&&WFSZPOF8FMDPNF'PSNPSFJOGPSNBUJPODPOUBDU+BSFEBU
PSFNBJMKBSFEIBSSJTPO!DTDIVSDIDB
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"SFB&WFOUBOE
3FTPVSDF(VJEF
'SFF #SJEHFMBOE $PNNVOJUZ $PODFSU GFBUVSJOH MPDBM BSUJTUT MJLF
4DBUUFS  %FD   QN ! #SJEHFMBOE $BNQVT PG $FOUSF 4USFFU
$IVSDI"4U/&&WFSZPOF8FMDPNF
'BNJMZ$ISJTUNBT$BSPM4FSWJDF
%FD BN!#SJEHFMBOE$BNQVTPG$FOUSF4USFFU$IVSDI"
4U/&&WFSZPOF8FMDPNF
$PNNVOJUZ$BSPM4JOHJOH
$ISJTUNBTDBSPMT DPNNVOJUZ GSFFIPUDIPDPMBUFBOEDPõFF8IBUNPSF
OFFETUPCFTBJE +PJOJOUPDFMFCSBUFUIJT$ISJTUNBT%FD 1.
1.PO(FOFSBM"WF/&'PSNPSFJOGPSNBUJPODPOUBDU+BSFEBU
PSFNBJMKBSFEIBSSJTPO!DTDIVSDIDB
#SJEHFMBOE3JWFSTJEF1MBZHSPVQ8FNFFU8FEOFTEBZTGSPNBN
UP OPPO BU UIF #SJEHFMBOE $BNQVT PG $FOUSF 4USFFU $IVSDI  "
4USFFU/&'PSNPSFJOGPSNBUJPOFNBJMFWFOUT!CSDBDBMHBSZPSH
8PNFOT$FOUSF5IF8PNFOT$FOUSFPG$BMHBSZJTBVOJRVFTUSFFU
GSPOUPSHBOJ[BUJPOUIBUQSPWJEFTBWBSJFUZPGTFSWJDFTBOEPQQPSUVOJUJFT
UP UIF XPNFO PG $BMHBSZ 8F PõFS ESPQJO TVQQPSU TFSWJDFT BOE BMM
QSPHSBNTBOETFSWJDFTBSFGSFF+PJOVTGPSBXPSLTIPQPSESPQJOGPSDPõFF
BOEUPDPOOFDUXJUIPUIFSXPNFO8FBSFMPDBUFEBUoTU"WF/&
:PVDBOSFBDIVTBUPSJOGP!XPNFOTDFOUSFDBMHBSZPSH

569&%01"3,
5VYFEP1BSL$PNNVOJUZ"TTPDJBUJPO
)BMM"WFOVF/&
1I
/FXTMFUUFSFNBJMUQDBOFXTMFUUFS!IPUNBJMDPN
5VYFEP&WFOUT$BMFOEBSWJTJUXXXUVYFEPQBSLDPNNVOJUZDBFWFOUT
:PHB5VFTEBZTBUJO6QQFS)BMM
61$0.*/(&7&/54BUUIFIBMM
%FD$PNNVOJUZ4VQQFS5VSLFZ)BN
%FD#SFBLGBTU8JUI4BOUB 'PSDIJMESFOVQUPBHF
 GBNJMJFTXJUIB51$"DPNNVOJUZNFNCFSTIJQXFMDPNF 
/05&$PNNVOJUZTVQQFSJTBUQNBOEDPTUTQFSQFSTPO DIJMESFO
ZFBSTPMEBOEZPVOHFSFBDI
0VSFWFOUTBSFPQFOUPFWFSZPOFNFNCFST SFTJEFOUT GBNJMZ
BOEGSJFOETPG5VYFEP1BSLCPUIJOBOEPVUTJEFPVSDPNNVOJUZ
'PSNPSFJOGPSNBUJPOQMFBTFDBMM,FMMZBUPS#FWBU

$3&4$&/5)&*()54
$SFTDFOU)FJHIUT$PNNVOJUZ"TTPDJBUJPO
)BMMOE4USFFU/8
)BMM3FOUBMT$BMM
/FXTMFUUFSFNBJMDIDBWJFX!HNBJMDPN
&NQUJFT 'PS &RVJQNFOU $SFTDFOU )FJHIUT )JHI 4DIPPMT NPOUIMZ
ESPQPõ CPUUMF ESJWFT5IBOLT GPS IFMQJOH TVQQPSU WBSJPVT DMVCT BOE
UFBNTZPVSEPOBUJPOTNBLFBIVHFEJõFSFODFUPVT%SPQPõTUBLF
QMBDFUIFTFDPOE4BUVSEBZPGUIFNPOUI%FD
5IBOLTGPSZPVSDPOUJOVJOHTVQQPSU
1SPHSBNTBUUIFIBMM
46/%":41FOUFDPTUBM$IVSDI1VCMJD4FSWJDFBNoOPPO
.0/%":4'JUOFTT$MBTTQN $BMM-BOB
%BODFBOE'JUOFTToQN
8&%/&4%":4'JUOFTT$MBTTBN $BMM-BOB
$)$"1MBZHSPVQoBN 'PSJOGPDBMM4UBDJF
5BJ$IJoQN
5)634%":4'JUOFTT$MBTTQN'PSJOGPDBMM-BOB
'PSNPSFBNPSFEFUBJMFE)BMM$BMFOEBSBOEGPSFWFOUBOEBDUJWJUJFT
DPOUBDUJOGPSNBUJPOQMFBTFWJTJU
IUUQXXXDBMHBSZBSFBDPNOXDSFTDFOUIUTDBMFOEBSEJBSZBTQ



Join our Crescent View
enRoute Challenge!
Take a pic at school, at work, around town, with family,
with friends, with a celebrity... just about anywhere!

Send your pic to: ellisevansdesign@shaw.ca
The Crescent View newsletter at the BC Cannery
Museum, Steveston, BC - Photo by Michael W.
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Wild Rose Church cont. from page 13
Wild Rose United Church is requesting feedback from our community members which will assist
them in designing and delivering programs and services. To access the survey please go to
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/JGYRKZS

Dr. Laura Brescia, DDS, BSc
Dr. Greg Broyde, DDS, BSc

NEW! Extended hours!

A special “thank you” to Chester Lorincz
for helping to deliver The Crescent View.
Your volunteer efforts are very
much appreciated!

A Message from Alderman Druh Farrell
The City of Calgary has been conducting the annual Citizen Satisfaction Survey for the past 15
years to understand and respond to Calgarians changing needs and expectations. In October we
received the results from the 2012 survey conducted by Ipsos Reid and 95% of Calgarians gave
The City a positive rating for overall performance – the highest ever.

We are a family oriented dental clinic
conveniently located in Bridgeland.
Our goal is to provide outstanding
dental care in a relaxed and
comfortable environment.
We welcome people of all ages, with
wide ranging dental needs including...
• Teeth whitening and cosmetic dentistry
• Examinations and cleanings
• Crowns
• Tooth removal and wisdom teeth
• White fillings
• Porcelain fillings, onlays and inlays
• Children’s dentistry
• Invisalign® orthodontics
• Root canals
• Treatment of anxious patients
• Emergency dental care

EXTENDED HOURS - early morning,
evenings and Saturday appointments.
Now Accepting New Patients!

Calgarians told us that there is a significant improvement in quality of life and community pride. 95%
say that blue cart recycling was a primary strength. More Calgarians said that parks, pathways and
recreation were vital but were also frustrated with lack of access to recreation facilities.
Attitudes regarding City service delivery and transparency continued to show positive momentum
this year.
• Over 80% of Calgarians rated The City’s quality of service as consistently high, were satisfied with
City Programs and Services, and thought that we foster a city that is inclusive and accepting of all
people.
• 81 per cent of Calgarians say they are satisfied with City Programs and Services, up six percent
from last year.
• 84 per cent of Calgarians believe that The City practices open and accessible government, up 4%
from 2011 and 15% from 2010.
Areas of concerns were with traffic congestion, particularly in Calgary’s southeast, and frustration
with growth and planning. As a response, Council has approved a Transforming Planning task force
to review and reform many aspects of the planning process. Transportation improvements will be
more challenging. We are responding to a severe reduction of Provincial infrastructure grants by
putting an increased focus on transportation optimization and system efficiencies.
To celebrate, The City of Calgary is having a HeartYYC contest and invites Calgarians to post why
they love living in Calgary on the City’s Facebook page. The full survey results are available on
calgary.ca.

FIND US ON FACEBOOK!

939 General Ave NE

403-262-1581
BridgelandDentalCare.com
$ECEMBER   *ANUARY 

Thank You !
A special “thank you” to Brian and Mary Ann Smith
who made a donation to the CHCA .
Your support is very much appreciated!
4HE #RESCENT 6IEW



Area Classified Ads
"/*."-3&4$6&

To learn more, please visit
albertaanimalrescuecrew.com

&%#3&",'"45
Hughes’ House B & B. Crescent Hts. area.
Family-friendly. Visiting relative specials.
403.804.4431 Visit www.hugheshouse.ca

#&--:%"/$*/(
Lotus Belly Dance Studio with Ariellah
Beginner to Advanced - Mon-Thr and Sat
www.bellydancetoo.com Call (403) 247-9776
or email: lotusbellydance@shaw.ca

$)*-%3&/4130(3".4
Kindermusik at Renfrew Community Center
Sing, Play and Learn with your child
For more info please call (403) 457-4126
or email: placusta@me.com
Raymond Parenting - Now in Bridgeland
For more information and to register,
visit www.raymondparenting.com
or call 403-242-3533

$-&"/*/(4&37*$&4

)"*34"-0/

)0.&*.1307&.&/5

Tony Peterson Eavestrough
Free estimates, prompt service, quality work
Call Tony 403-230-7428 (Since 1990)

Competitive prices starting at Men $12,
Women $15, Kids $9, Color $38 & Perm $38
Call 403-400-0606 for an appointment

&-&$53*$*"/4&37*$&4

)&"-5)8&--/&44

Tub tired looking-hard to clean-don’t like the
color? Call Obe / Arlene at BathMaster for
all refinishing needs! Call 403-293-4810
or calgary.bath@bathmaster.com

"JSESJF&MFDUSJD-UE

2VBMJUZTFSWJDFBOEJOUFHSJUZ
UIBUXPOUMFBWFZPVTIPDLFE

Family Nutrition, Weight Loss
Sam Rafoss, RHN, NNCP, 403.988.7507
www.cherubconsulting.com

&WFSUIJOHBSPVOEUIFIPNFCVTJOFTT
.BJOUFOBODFt3FOPWBUJPOTt$POTUSVDUJPO
3FTJEFOUJBMt$PNNFSDJBMt*OEVTUSJBM
-JDFOTFEt#POEFE

...FOR YOU!

'SFF4JUF7JTJU#BTJD*OTQFDUJPO

3"/%:413*55

0WFSZFBSTFYQFSJFODF

CLASSIFIED ADS WORK,
PLACE YOUR AD TODAY!

I.V. Sedation

.64*$-&440/4

403-272-0616

Dale Jackson - experienced piano teacher.
Mt. Royal branch instructor. All ages, all levels.
Pleasure, performance, exams, competition.
116-6 Ave NW. Call 403-277-3307 for info.

)&-18"/5&%

1"3&/5*/(4,*--4

We are Hiring!

Raymond Parenting Strategies
seminars, videos, and phone counseling.
raymondparenting.com

&%6$"5*0/
ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE (ESL)
FREE CLASSES! Conversational English
Wed at 7pm. 833 - 44 St. SE. For more information email: esl.eastcalgary@gmail.com

)"*34"-0/
Competitive prices starting at Men $12,
Women $15, Kids $9, Color $38 & Perm $38
Call 403-400-0606 for an appointment

)"/%:."/4&37*$&4

$0..6/*5:'6/%3"*4*/(
Local Casino Advisor
Lea has many years of experience
as a Casino Volunteer Advisor.

Call Lea Lapka 403-277-4499
lealapkaadvisor@gmail.com


Local Thorncliffe man will do garage cleaning and dump hauling at very reasonable
rates. Call or text Dale at 403-828-5772.

WORK

 

$FSUJGJFE.BTUFS&MFDUSJDJBO

+6/,3&.07"-

CLASSIFIED ADS

Three Streams Engineering Ltd. is a
rapidly growing, dynamic and multi-discipline
company providing leading edge in
Engineering, Procurement, and Construction
Management (EPCM) services to the Gas
and Oil industry in Western Canada and
internationally. TSE is presently focusing on
Heavy Oil and Pipeline projects.

1*-"5&4
Pilates Fun For All at Thorncliffe Comm Ctr
Day/Evening Classes. Certified Instructor
www.purepilates.ca 403-275-8289

Apply at: career@threestreams.com

1-6.#*/(4&37*$&4

www.threestreams.com

Superior Plumbing - Journeyman Plumber
Gas fitter. Bathrooms/Hot Water Tank/etc
No job too small! 403-477-9754
superior.plumbing@hotmail.com

TLC CLEANING, Licensed, Insured,
Bondable, WCB Covered, excellent rates
and references, enviro friendly options too!
Free estimates, call Carol at 403-614-8522
ONLY PERFECT CLEANING SERVICES
References/Bonded. Free est. Non-abrasive,
ph-neutral, biodegradable supplies + microfibre cloths for top quality residential cleaning.
Call (403) 719-4052 or (587) 434-0798.

All Classified ads must be prepaid
Call 403-276-8108 to book your ad.

&"7&45306()*/(

Adopt - Foster - Volunteer - Donate
Our volunteers range in age from
young children to seniors and all
are animal-lovers who are looking to
make a difference.

CASH
CHEQUE

803,'30.)0.&
You were meant to live life large.
Discover your hidden genie.
Call 877-858-3006 for free CD

AREA CLASSIFIED ADS

• target customers close to your business, saving travel time and expenses
• declare your professionalism to your local area customers
• show your support of your local area community associations
YOUR BEST CUSTOMERS LIVE RIGHT NEXT DOOR!
4HE #RESCENT 6IEW
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Year-end Message from your Publisher
4FBTPOTHSFFUJOHTUPBMMPVSGSJFOETUIF
DPNNVOJUZ SFTJEFOUT XIP SFDFJWF UIJT JTTVF
PGZPVSPċDJBMDPNNVOJUZOFXTMFUUFS ZPVS
GBNJMZ BOE GSJFOET BOE BMTP UP BOZPOF XIP
NBZOPUIBWFSFDFJWFEUIJTJTTVF
.BOZ NBOZUIBOLTUPBMMUIFMPDBMBSFB
CVTJOFTTFTXIPTFBEWFSUJTJOHTVQQPSUNBLFT
UIFTFOFXTMFUUFSTQPTTJCMF8JUIPVUCVTJOFTT
TVQQPSUUIFSFXPVMEOPUCFBOZOFXTMFUUFST
4P UPPVSSFBEFST XIFOZPVEPZPVSIPMJEBZ
TIPQQJOH PS JG ZPV BSF TFBSDIJOH GPS HPPET
PS TFSWJDFT  QMFBTF EP USZ UP TVQQPSU UIFTF
MPDBMBSFBCVTJOFTTFTUIBUBEWFSUJTFJOZPVS
DPNNVOJUZ OFXTMFUUFS ɨFZ NBLF JU BMM
QPTTJCMF
*XPVMEBMTPMJLFUPUIBOLPVS$PNNVOJUZ
"TTPDJBUJPOQBSUOFSTBOE JOQBSUJDVMBS UIF
WPMVOUFFS FEJUPST GPS ZPVS DPNNJUNFOU UP
ZPVSDPNNVOJUJFTɨBOLZPVGPSSFBDIJOH
PVUBOEFOHBHJOHZPVSDPNNVOJUZSFTJEFOUT
UISPVHIUIFOFXTMFUUFSTɨBOLZPVBMMGPSBMM
UIF IPVST PG WPMVOUFFS TFSWJDF ZPV EPOBUF
TPUIBUZPVSDPNNVOJUZXJMMCFBCFUUFSQMBDF
GPSFWFSZPOFJOZPVSDPNNVOJUZ

$ECEMBER   *ANUARY 

"T B QVCMJTIFS PG DPNNVOJUZ OFXTMFUUFST
*GFFM*NVTUIBWFUIFCFTUKPCJOUIFXPSME
*IBWFUIFHPPEGPSUVOFPGXPSLJOHXJUIUIF
DPNNVOJUZ WPMVOUFFST  DPNNVOJUZ MJBJTPOT
GSPNUIF$JUZPG$BMHBSZBOE$BMHBSZ1PMJDF
4FSWJDFT  BSFB DIVSDIFT BOE UFNQMFT  TDIPPMT
BOE  PG DPVSTF  BSFB CVTJOFTTFT CPUI MBSHF
BOE TNBMM &WFSZXIFSF * HP * NFFU TJODFSF
BOE IPOFTU QFPQMF XIP XBOU UP IFMQ UIFJS
DPNNVOJUJFTUISJWF1VCMJTIJOH MJLFBOZPUIFS
CVTJOFTT IBTJUTDIBMMFOHFTCVUUIFFYQFSJFODF
PG XPSLJOH XJUI UIFTF QFPQMF NBLFT JU BMM
XPSUIJU
"TUIFZFBSESBXTUPBDMPTFJUTOBUVSBM
UPMPPLCBDLBOESFWJFXPVSTVDDFTTFTBOE
EJTBQQPJOUNFOUT  TNJMFT BOE GSPXOT "
SFBMJTUJDSFWJFXXJMMIFMQVTGBDFUIFDIBMMFOHFT
PGUIFOFXZFBS
*OUIFOFXZFBS*IPQFUPCFNBLJOHTPNF
DPNQVUFSTPGUXBSFVQHSBEFTUIBUTIPVMEIFMQ
UIFQSPEVDUJPOnPXPGUIFOFXTMFUUFST
#FUUFSSFTQPOTFUJNFUPQPUFOUJBMDVTUPNFST
BOEDPNNVOJUZJORVJSFTJTBMXBZTPOUIFUPQ
PGPVSMJTUPGQSJPSJUJFT

4HE #RESCENT 6IEW

"XIJMFCBDLXFSBOBDPNNVOJUZQIPUP
DPOUFTUXJUIHPUHPPEQBSUJDJQBUJPOCZNPTU
DPNNVOJUJFT*XJMMCFDPOTVMUJOHXJUIZPVS
DPNNVOJUZ BTTPDJBUJPOT JO UIF OFX ZFBS UP
TFFJGXFDBOSFQFBUUIJTDPOUFTU
"UUIJTUJNFPGZFBS*SFNFNCFSUPHJWF
UIBOLTGPSBMMNZCMFTTJOHTBOECFHSBUFGVM
UIBU*MJWFJOBDPVOUSZGVMMPGGSFFEPNBOE
PQQPSUVOJUZ * NVTU BMTP SFNFNCFS UIBU
TPNFQFPQMFJOPVSDPNNVOJUJFTTUJMMTUSVHHMF
UPTIBSFJOUIFTFCMFTTJOHBOEPQQPSUVOJUJFT
1MFBTFNBLFBOFĊPSUUIJTIPMJEBZTFBTPOUP
CF IFMQGVM UP UIPTF XIP BSF JO OFFE PG PVS
HFOFSPTJUZBOEVOEFSTUBOEJOH
)BQQZ IPMJEBZT  .FSSZ $ISJTUNBT BOE
BMMUIFWFSZCFTUJOUIF/FX:FBS
-FP4NJUI 1VCMJTIFS
&MMJT&WBOT%FTJHO-UE

"EST 3ERVICE
"EST 1UALITY
"EST 6ALUE
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Off the Shelf

In Tail of the Blue Bird, Nii Ayikwei
Parkes creates a hypnotic story with
the unusual marriage of traditional
Ghanaian story-telling and ultramodern CSI television. Our hero,
Kayo, is the conduit between past
and current times. His upbringing
ensures he is respectful of the
canny village elder. His profession is forensic
science.

In a village in the forest is
a dark mud hut in which a
strange, red mass smells
- and perhaps pulsates. It
repels villagers and police
alike. Kayo is inserted into
a mythical belief system
and begins his scientific
assessment. Witnesses
are questioned. Samples
are extracted. Digital
photographs are taken.
Measurements are made.
Scene recreation software
is used to analyze the
inexplicable facts. Kayo worries that people
are not telling him everything they know.

At the commercial lab where he works, Kayo is
frustrated; his brilliant work is sold thoughtlessly
by a rapacious boss with no appreciation of
science. Even his friends are not sympathetic;
they counsel him to drown his sorrows every
evening with them. Once day, however, Kayo
is subjected to a much more frightening
frustration as he is dragged inescapably into
the dark world of unethical politics.

Over calabashes of palm wine, village elder,
Onyame, helps Kayo, with a long story of
tragedy multiplied by curses. The lush forest
surrounding the town assumes a magical
mystery, where animals and curious sounds
play with the mind. Kayo must decide if he
wants the facts or an explanation. And he must
decide how his conscience will balance truth
and fabrication.

Book Review by Judith Umbach
Tail of the Blue Bird
by Nii Ayikwei Parkes

We’re in the
neighborhood - call today!
Kindermusik with Miss Pam

403-457-4126

Classes held at
Renfrew Community Hall
811 Radford Road NE
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